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We present evidence of optical Tamm states to surface plasmon polariton (SPP) coupling. We
experimentally demonstrate that for a Bragg stack with a thin metal layer on the surface, hybrid
Tamm-SPP modes may be excited when a grating on the air-metal interface is introduced.
Out-coupling via the grating to free space propagation is shown to enhance the transmission as well
as the directionality and polarization selection for the transmitted beam. We suggest that this
system will be useful on those devices, where a metallic electrical contact as well as beaming and
polarization control is needed.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4882180]
Optical Tamm states are the electromagnetic equivalent
of modes confined to surface states for electrons originally
described by Tamm.1 This type of resonance takes place, for
example, at the surface of a truncated photonic crystal2 or at
the interface between two periodic dielectric structures that
show a band gap in frequency.3 Recent developments have
shown that Tamm plasmons (TPs) may be generated at the
interface between a metal and a distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) for frequencies within the photonic band gap.4,5 The
simplicity of the structure of such systems combined with
their good optical performance has attracted much attention.
Applications, such as transmission enhancement through
nanoholes,6 optical switching,7 lasing,8 or single photon
emission,9 have already being demonstrated. In addition, the
interaction of TPs with other type of resonances, such as
localized modes in a cavity, has been studied.10 Surface plas-
mon polaritons (SPPs), on the other hand, are surface waves
intrinsic to any metallic layer showing strong field confine-
ments in small volumes. The ability to combining these
properties therefore motivates the study of hybrid TP-SPP
systems. However, while TPs may be excited for wave vec-
tors within the air-light cone, SPP modes are forbidden for
that dispersion region,11 implying that TP-SPP momentum
matching cannot be fulfilled. Recently, however, it has been
demonstrated that hybrid modes between Tamm states and
SPPs may be excited outside of the light cone using a prism-
coupling approach,12 with light incident from the DBR face
of the system. Although the physics involved in this particu-
lar configuration is interesting, technological exploitation of
Tamm-SPP hybrid modes will likely require more integrated
excitation techniques. Some approaches to TP-SPP coupling
via structuring the metal have been proposed.13–15 However,
this has only been realised within the THz regime16 or using
complex implementations.17
In this paper, we present a relatively simple TP-SPP
coupling structure suitable for the visible to near-infrared
spectral range. We incorporate a grating of period K into a
120 nm layer of gold that sits on the top surface of a nine
pair of a Si3N4/SiO2 DBR structure, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). By exciting Tamm resonances through the DBR
side of the structure, we demonstrate that Tamm-SPP cou-
pling is manifest for the wavelength-fulfilling momentum
matching condition between TP and SPP modes. Simulations
and analytical models support our measurements with very
good agreement. In addition, we demonstrate that a strong
transmission enhancement (16 times in our case) is obtained
when compared with the metal-DBR structure without gra-
ting. Angle- and polarization-resolved transmission spectros-
copy shows excellent agreement with dispersion relation
calculations of the different modes, including a strong direc-
tionality of the transmitted beam. The results presented in
this work demonstrate a simple method for the excitation of
processes where transmission enhancement and polarization
control is of interest such as in extraordinary transmission18
or spin-orbit interaction19 phenomena. In particular, TP-SPP
hybrid modes would be useful in devices where coupling to
the SPP is commonly very inefficient and requires complex
fabrication approaches such as structuring both sides of the
metallic membrane.20,21
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of the structure under
study, in this work. With the appropriate structural parameters,
this system supports a TP mode at the metal-DBR interface.
The TP mode may be excited with an external beam incident
through the DBR side for both p- and s-polarizations.4 In addi-
tion, a SPP propagates at the metal-air interface. For a non-
structured metal-air interface, the coupling condition between
TP and SPPs cannot be fulfilled within the light cone.12 When
a grating is included, coupling to the SPP becomes possible
through illumination from free space, and TP-SPP coupling
can therefore also be achieved using the appropriate grating
period. The dispersion relation as a function of the incident
angle for the TP and SPP for bulk Au/air interface22 is shown
in Figure 2(a). The optical constants of the materials used in
the calculations were extracted from literature.22 The empty
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lattice model23 was used to calculate the folding of the SPP
dispersion relation according to the period of the grating. For
convenient comparison with the experimental results, disper-
sion curves for SPP and TP are shown as a function of
incident angle. For the particular case of the SPP modes, we
consider conservation of the parallel component of the inci-
dent wavevector (kIIinÞ.24 In this case, kIIin ¼ k0 sin hin and
kIIinðxÞ ¼ kSPPðxÞ6mjGj with kSPPðxÞ being the dispersion
relation of the SPP mode in the flat metal/air interface, m is
an integer number (m¼ 0, 61,..) representing the diffraction
order and jGj ¼ 2p=K being the lattice vector of the grating.
The dispersion relation for the TP modes was calculated
numerically using a commercial finite difference time do-
main (FDTD) tool.25 Regardless of a more detailed study of
the TP to SPP coupling process, we assume the simple
approximation that phase matching between TP and SPP
occurs when kTPðxÞ ¼ kSPPðxÞ, where kTP=SPP are the paral-
lel components of the wavevector for the Tamm and SPP,
respectively. It is therefore evident that TP and SPP momen-
tum matching may be tuned to a wide range of desired
incident angles and wavelengths through control of the peri-
odicity of the grating.
Dashed and dotted lines in Figure 2(a) show the disper-
sion relations for the SPP at Air/Au interface with grating
pitch K¼ 500 and 600 nm. An infinitely thick metal layer is
considered in order to avoid hybrid plasmonic modes due to
plasmon excitation at both sides of the metal film. Notice
that no DBR is considered in this case. Diffraction orders
m¼61, 62 were considered in the empty lattice model to
calculate the final SPP dispersion relation in the system. The
solid line in the same plot shows the dispersion for TP modes
without grating. It may be observed that for K¼ 600 nm,
SPP-TP coupling takes place at k¼ 710 nm and at hin 8,
whereas for K¼ 500 nm coupling takes place at k 700 nm
and hin 21. Although numerical calculations may be per-
formed for any particular case, we consider the situation at
which coupling happens at normal incidence. In this case, an
approximate analytical expression to determine the TP-SPR
matching wavelength may be deduced. If the expressions for
resonant wavelengths of Tamm4 and SPP11 are considered
separately, it is easily found that the coupling at normal inci-
dence takes place when
m
2pc
K
em þ e1
eme1
 1=2
 xc 1þ 2naxcﬃﬃﬃﬃebp bxc
 1
(1)
with b ¼ pna=jna  nbj, na; nb being the refractive index of
the two materials of the DBR, with na > nb. K is the period
of the grating and c is the speed of light in vacuum. xc is the
central frequency of the k=4 DBR and xp is the plasma fre-
quency of the metal under consideration. eb is the back-
ground dielectric constant for the metal in the Drude model
approximation. Finally, em;1 are the real part of the dielectric
constant for metal and dielectric on the SPP surface of our
structure, respectively, in this case, Au and air.
To evaluate the validity of the coupling model elabo-
rated so far, Fig. 2(b) shows an FDTD calculation of the field
intensity (normalized by source intensity in air at the same
position) for K¼ 500 nm and 600 nm with p-polarized plane-
wave illumination at k¼ 710 nm and hin¼ 5. It may be
observed that, for both periods, a strong field confinement is
obtained at the TP region (metal-DBR interface). However,
for K¼ 600 nm only, a high field intensity is apparent at the
grating side of the metal. This appearance is in agreement
with the dispersion relations in Fig. 2(a), as no TP-SPP phase
matching occurs for K¼ 500 nm at hin¼ 5.
It has been noted that using a grating as the TP-SPP cou-
pler also allows the SPP to be coupled to radiative modes in
air. If we therefore consider the case where light is incident
from air onto the DBR side of the structure, an enhanced
transmission is expected for the wavelengths at which the
TP-SPP coupling occurs. This phenomenon should be differ-
entiated from the resonant optical transmission obtained in
Tamm plasmon structures with non-structured gold-air inter-
face.26,27 The grey line in Fig. 2(c) shows the calculated
transmission through the structure without a grating. It
may be observed that at the TP resonant wavelength
FIG. 1. (a) Diagram for the structure studied, indicating illumination config-
uration for transmission measurements. (b) Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) image of the surface of a Si3N4/SiO2 DBR coated with a 120 nm Au
film into which has been etched a grating of depth 30 nm and grating period
K¼ 600 nm.
FIG. 2. (a) Dispersion relations for TP
(blue solid line) and SPP at the grating
(Au)/air interface, with periods
K¼ 500 nm (red dashed) and 600 nm
(black dotted). (b) Electric field inten-
sity distribution inside the structure
after illumination through DBR for
periods in (a), hin¼ 5 and k¼ 710 nm.
(c) Calculated reflectance and trans-
mission of the TP only (grey solid line)
and TP-SPP structure (black solid and
red dotted lines) with K¼ 600 nm and
hin¼ 5.
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(k¼ 710 nm), the transmission value is as low as 7 103.
Therefore, we will use the structure without a grating as a
reference for calculating the enhancement in transmission
obtained due to the TP-SPP coupling. It is convenient for
further comparison with experiments to define the enhanced
transmission parameter c¼TTPSPP/TTP, where TTPSPP and
TTP are the transmissions for the same metal-DBR structures,
evaluated at the same wavelength, with and without grating,
respectively.
Figure 2(c) also shows the calculated reflectance and
transmission (TTPSPP) for a grating of K¼ 600 nm at
hin¼ 5 for p- and s-polarized incident light. As presented in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), this configuration allows TP-SPP cou-
pling for p-polarised light only. Hence, high transmission is
obtained at resonant wavelength k¼ 710 nm. The enhance-
ment in transmission in this case is as high as c 20.
However, much lower transmission is obtained for
s-polarised light. These results support the fact that SPP exci-
tation occurs only for p-polarized light and thus the TP-SPP
coupling process is physically driven by the SPP excitation
rules. Surprisingly, a certain transmission enhancement
(c 4) is obtained for s polarised light at resonance. This
effect is due to the reduction in the effective thickness of the
gold layer as a result of introducing the grating.
To demonstrate this design, we fabricated structures
consisting of nine DBR pairs of k/4n thickness Si3N4/SiO2 of
central wavelength K¼ 660 nm and a 120 nm thick Au film
thermally evaporated over the top layer of the DBR. The
DBR was grown using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition on a glass substrate, and a 120 nm thick Au film
was thermally evaporated on the top layer of the DBR.
Reflectance measurements through the glass and DBR show
a strong dip at k 710 nm (see Fig. 3(a)). Finally, several
gratings of depth 30 nm were fabricated on the top surface of
the metal layer using focused ion beam (FIB) etching,28 with
periods (K) between 500 and 700 nm and f¼ 0.5. For this
study, we focus on three different periods K1¼ 500,
K2¼ 600, and K3¼ 650 nm. Figure 1(b) shows a scanning
electron micrograph image of one of the fabricated gratings
with K¼ 600 nm. These parameters match those used for the
theoretical study, shown earlier in this paper, and allow
direct comparison between Fig. 2 and the experimental data
discussed below. The samples were characterized on a
custom-built Fourier image spectroscopy setup (FIS).29 The
setup consists of a white light transmission microscope with
two high numerical aperture (NA¼ 0.75) objective lenses as
condenser and collection, respectively. A 4f configuration is
used to image the back focal plane of the collection objective
onto a CCD where images of the far field scattering pattern
of the sample may be recorded. By raster scanning this
image with a fibre-coupled spectrometer it is possible to
obtain a quantitative measurement of the angular reflectance/
transmittance in a specular configuration.30 Figure 1(a)
shows a schematic of the illumination/collection configura-
tion for a particular angle h. Raw transmission measurements
of the samples were normalized by the transmission of a bare
substrate (fused glass) in order to avoid spurious features in
the study of the optical properties of our samples. For this
experiment, we were able to resolved angular transmission
patterns for 10 10 lm sized gratings.
Figure 3(a) shows transmission measured for a grating
of K¼ 600 nm at hin¼ 6 for both polarizations. A maximum
in transmission at k¼ 707 nm is obtained, in good agreement
with our calculations in Fig. 2(c). The difference in transmis-
sion between the two polarizations is also comparable to that
calculated in Fig. 2(c), showing approximately four times
more transmission for p-polarised light compared to
s-polarised light. The slight blue shift in the experimental
results arises due to the fabrication tolerance. As observed in
Fig. 3, qualitative comparison with simulation (bottom)
presents an outstanding agreement. Moreover, it is evident
that no TP-SPP coupling occurs for s-polarization, as the
transmission peak measured perfectly matches the dispersion
of the TP mode in this case. However, by examining
FIG. 3. (a) Normalised reflectance
(blue dotted line) and transmission
(solid lines) measured for the Au/DBR
sample with K¼ 600 nm grating.
Illumination is performed at hin¼ 6
and for both polarizations. (b) Angle-
and polarization-resolved spectral con-
tour plots of transmission for the same
sample (experiment) and parameters
(simulation) than (a). White dotted
(dashed) lines shows dispersion rela-
tion for TP (SPP). (c) Experiment and
simulation for transmission enhance-
ment (c) at TP resonant wavelengths
(dotted line in (b)).
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excitation by p-polarization, it is evident that the maximum
enhancement occurs close to the angle and wavelength at
which TP-SPP phase matching occurs. In order to evaluate
the transmission enhancement effects, we measured a region
of the sample where no grating is written. c(x) is then calcu-
lated for both polarizations as a function of the incident
angle hin. Figure 3(c) shows the enhancement versus
angle-of-incidence at wavelengths corresponding to the dis-
persion curve of the TP mode (presented by a white dotted
line in Fig. 3(b)). While the simulation for s-polarization
shows a constant enhancement, p polarization shows a Fano
type resonance. This effect hints at the TP-SPP interaction
and further decoupling to radiative modes in air.31 In the best
case (hin¼ 6), an enhancement of c 19 is obtained while
an almost negligible transmission (c 0) occurs at hin¼ 10.
This effect may lead to plasmon-induced total absorbance
with currently increasing technological interest.32 The meas-
ured values and trend of c(hin) for p-polarization presents
a very good agreement with the simulated values.
s-polarization does not show angular dependence for the
calculated values, as expected as no SPP is excited. A slight
disagreement between measurement and calculation at low
angles (hin< 10) is most likely related with slight misalign-
ment of the sample relative to the incident polarization in the
measurement, preventing the p-polarised enhancement from
reaching the maximum predicted enhancement values.
However, the outstanding agreement between measurement,
calculated dispersion relations, and enhancement values as a
function of angle suggest that the TP-SPP coupling process
is very robust and insensitive to fabrication errors.
Although transmission enhancement is an interesting
characteristic of our structure, it is evident from the previous
discussion that directionality of the transmitted beam may be
tuned by varying the grating period. In order to demonstrate
this effect, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show experimental transmis-
sion contour plots for K¼ 500 and 650 nm under p-polarized
illumination. Of particular interest is the period K¼ 650 nm.
In that case, TP-SPP coupling takes place at almost normal
incidence. This results in a normal incidence “beaming”
(highly directional transmission) of the transmitted light
through the sample. This phenomenon is better appreciated
in Fig. 4(c), where the angle resolved transmission is polar
plotted for the three different gratings (K¼ 500, 600, and
650 nm) at their particular TP-SPP coupling wavelengths
(k¼ 700, 710, and 715 nm, respectively). Notice that in this
case transmission has been normalized by the maximum raw
transmission for each period in order to make the plots com-
parable. As can be observed, for K¼ 650 nm, directionality
of the TP-SPP coupling result in a transmitted beam with an
angular tolerance of only Dh<62. This effect would be
technologically interesting in applications such as flat lens
integrated emitting devices such as semiconductor lasers.
Generally speaking, an in-depth optimization of the period
for a particular application could require the choice of
first- or even higher-order gratings. In that case, mode
coupled theory could be the appropriate tool to obtain the
best design parameters.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that coupling
between a Tamm plasmon and a surface plasmon polariton is
possible for illumination from outside the system by using
simple patterning on the metal layer, in contrast with com-
plex and time-consuming fabrication techniques. We have
also demonstrated that TP-SPP mode excitation can lead to
enhancements in transmission of more than 16 times when
compared with TP flat metal structures, no doubt of funda-
mental interest for applications such as single photon emis-
sion9 or lasing33 where TPs have already shown outstanding
possibilities. Finally, tailoring of the angular pattern and
polarization of the transmitted beam was shown to be possi-
ble by simply tuning the grating period. The simplicity of the
device and its outstanding optical performance may be of
high utility for applications, such as plasmonic-based sensors
or integrated emission devices, where the presence of a me-
tallic layer as a contact could be turned into an advantage
using TP-SPP coupling.
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